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HIS WEEK’S ANALYSIS:
. Putin Repeats his Nuclear Threat to the West
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LADIMIR PUTIN REPEATS HIS
UCLEAR THREAT TO THE WEST
n February 24, the morning after the invasion
f Ukraine started, Putin made a pointed threat
rying to deter the West from helping Ukraine:
Whoever tries to hinder us, much less threaten
ur country and our people, should know that
ussia's response will be immediate and will

ead you to consequences like you have never
aced before in your history. We are ready for
ny development. All necessary decisions have
een taken. I hope I will be heard.” Everyone
new he was referring to Russia’s nuclear missile
apacities, the largest in the world. Putin has
ince largely stayed out of the public view, but
his week Russia’s president-for-life reiterated
is nuclear threat: "If anyone intends to interfere
rom the outside and pose a strategic threat to
ussia, they should know that our retaliatory
trikes will be lightning-fast, swift. We have all
he tools to do this. The kind that no one can
oast of at the moment. And we won't brag. We
ill use them if we have to. And I want everybody

o know about it - we have all the decisions made
n this regard!"

everal arm-chair theoreticians rightly predict
hat Western globalists are “not going to stop
ven after Putin's second warning and are
efiantly crossing all the red lines that Russia has
rawn” but wrongly conclude that “those
ecisions that Putin spoke about will be
mplemented in the near future.” Although

Russia will eventually use their terrible military
weapons it won’t be that soon. This week I will
explain why this is a bluff and why Russia won’t
use nuclear weapons until a later time. I will also
give you glimpses of the new US military
direction as it makes some preparations for war
with Russia and China.

Putin’s warnings echoed in all Western countries.
My friends at the UK Column wrote me, “Almost
all experts agree that Britain will be the target of
the decisions Putin spoke of. If Britain is indeed
the target, what weapons and what location will
be hit? That it will not be carried out by a
nuclear-armed ballistic missile is quite obvious,
since the launch of such a missile could create a
high risk of starting a full scale nuclear conflict
when the nuclear attack warning systems go off.
It is therefore more likely that the strike will be
launched by hypersonic missiles that could be
armed with a tactical nuclear warhead... For
example, the British Navy's naval base near
Plymouth on the Cornwall Peninsula could be
such a target.”

Yes, or the nearby HMNB Davenport or HMNB
Clyde, in Scotland, home of the UK’s four
Trident nuclear missile submarines. There are
also the French nuclear missile sub base near
Brest in northwest France. France has built 4
modern ballistic missile submarines of French
design with MIRVed maneuvering warheads
which can penetrate Russia’s missile defenses,
three of which are now always on patrol at any
given time for safety against a pre-emptive
attack.

It’s not true that Russia would refrain from using
a ballistic missile for a limited strike, to avoid
automatic retaliation, because although US
satellites are trained to pickup ballistic missile
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launches, the US no longer has a “Launch on
Warning” policy (due to PDD-60), so a single
ballistic missile launch would not automatically
trigger a massive retaliatory response.

But there are other more important reasons why a
limited nuclear strike would be a bad idea for
Russia. Certainly any limited use of nuclear
weapons striking British, French or US military
targets would trigger a massive public demand
for the US or NATO to respond. It might not be
immediate, but it would demand a military
response that would also be nuclear.

What I wrote on March 25 in the WAB bears
repeating because even my subscribers keep
asking me if Putin is going to make good on this
latest veiled nuclear threat. In my article “Why
this Won’t Lead to Nuclear War,” I wrote,

Russia’s talk of using nuclear weapons is
more saber rattling to help ensure the US
and NATO won’t intervene. There would be
no point in Putin launching a limited nuclear
strike—it would only invite a massive
retaliation. And just to make sure Putin
understands that, British and French ballistic
missile subs are all out on patrol, safe from
attack and waiting for orders.

In nuclear war, it’s either all-in or don’t
shoot at all. You either take out all the
enemy’s armed forces in a nuclear first strike
or you don’t use them at all, except in
retaliation. Anything in between doesn’t stop
the other side’s ability to retaliate. Right
now, Putin doesn’t have the forces to occupy
all of Ukraine, let alone all of Europe and the
US if he did use all his nukes to decapitate
US missile silos and major bases. That still
leaves a lot of conventional forces arrayed
against him.

This is why I continue to insist that Russia and
China are only intending to strike the West when
both are ready to do so at the same time. Russia’s
massive supply of nuclear missiles along with
China’s growing nuclear forces have the
numbers, type and size of nuclear weapons to hit
all Western military bases and nuclear silos, and
China’s massive pool of military manpower has
the potential of occupying conquered lands that
Russia does not—although it is unlike that any
nation would try and occupy the US with a
trillion arms in personal hands. That’s a recipe
for guerrilla warfare.

Despite America’s Democrat-controlled media
and Deep-State-controlled government’s refusal
to admit to this massive threat, US military
analysts are not blind to it. But the warnings by
real experts who see the Russian and Chinese
threat are still not being broadcast by the
globalist generals who want the threat
downplayed, so the future surprise attack on the
West can have maximum effect at driving
Americans into a militarized NWO. They will
gradually start talking about it more as the threat
gets closer, but never enough to give people time
to really prepare.

This will be a repeat of Pearl Harbor, where
Roosevelt and other conspirators in government
provoked a war with Japan and refused to warn
Hawaii about the attack they knew was coming
so that the damage and shock value would be so
great it would compel the US into joining WWII.

As I have long predicted, I think a war in Korea
will be the flash point this time, not Hawaii. It
will have the same triggering effect because we
still have 27k US troops there, which must be
defended by a US military intervention when N.
Korea attacks. Here are the latest threats from
Kim Jong Un suggesting that any US attempt to
stop it’s “reunification” with S. Korea will
become a nuclear contest, as the UK Sun reports:

https://www.the-sun.com/news/5202968/kim-jong-un-hypersonic-nukes-build-arsenal-fastest/
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Kim Jong-un parades ‘hypersonic nukes that
can hit US bases in MINUTES’ and vows to
build arsenal at ‘fastest pace’ The tyrant
threatened to use his nuclear forces if
provoked as he delivered a speech during a
huge military parade that featured the state's
most powerful weapons systems.

And the UK Times reported that N. Korea is
ready to use its nuclear weapons at a moment’s
notice: “Kim Jong-un pledges that North Korea
will be ready to fire nuclear weapons.” Shame
on Donald Trump for not following through on
his vow to disarm North Korea. He got deceived
and sidetracked by Kim’s charm offensive.

The US meanwhile is playing catchup in the
hypersonic business. In its latest budget request
the US Navy has made it clear it wants a new
hypersonic anti-ship cruise missile to be ready by
2028, which gives us a hint of when the US
military expects China to be ready to give Kim
the go-ahead to start a war in Korea—which
China knows will turn nuclear and give it the
excuse to do a pre-emptive missile strike on US
military targets.

But nothing points more to the bad thinking at
the top of military circles, all consumed with
pursuing damning PC objectives, than the Marine
Corps commandant’s new vision for the Marines.
Here’s a critical analysis by former 3-Star
Marine General P.K. Van Riper, a Vietnam
Veteran, on why the “USMC is Going in the
Wrong Direction.”

As background to this analysis, it’s important for
my readers to understand that the most crucial
aspect of US military superiority over Russia and
China is in its ability to do sophisticated and
coordinated attacks by both ground, air and
missiles forces, including the difficult task of
sorting out friend vs. foe missiles and aircraft

when both sides are engaging each other on a
mixed battlefield. No other military can do this
and the recent failures of the Russian military in
Ukraine in this regard have only solidified this
view.

I haven’t done a deep military analysis for a
while, but I do so now so that you can understand
the systematic weakness in thinking of our top
military brass. And, if you don’t have any
understanding of military operations, this
analysis will help you realize what it takes to
successfully fight a war. When the Marines or
any US fighting force starts eliminating core
elements of its full spectrum of weapons, it’s a
recipe for failure. As Gen Van Riper points out:

Marine leaders today speak often of the
ability of Marine units to operate across the
spectrum of conflict or of its broad range of
military operations and capabilities; yet the
new force structure the Corps is planning to
implement by 2030 is designed for only one
type of conflict, despite pronouncements to
the contrary: a naval war with China.
Moreover, that future force structure
seemingly ignores 80 years of operational
experience, for its design reverses long-held
and proven operational and tactical
fundamentals. The following are examples
of the reversal of these fundamentals:

Fires and sensors will take precedence over
maneuver warfare. [Fires are missiles and
rockets and sensors are system that detect
enemy missiles. Russia made the mistake in
Ukraine of relying on missiles to do all the
damage but didn’t follow up with well
trained ground troops in maneuvering for the
final assault, as Van Riper notes in the next
flaw:”

Defense will be favored over offense. [This
has never worked as a long term strategy in war.]

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/kim-jong-un-pledges-that-north-korea-will-be-ready-to-fire-nuclear-weapons-xvs8lq062
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/hypersonic-anti-ship-cruise-missile-has-to-be-ready-by-2028-navy-says
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/hypersonic-anti-ship-cruise-missile-has-to-be-ready-by-2028-navy-says
https://taskandpurpose.com/opinion/marine-corps-force-design-infantry/
https://taskandpurpose.com/opinion/marine-corps-force-design-infantry/
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Marines will not possess the type of units
and equipment needed to “close with and
destroy” an enemy. Marines will not have a
mobile, protected, direct-fire weapons system
[like tanks and artillery] for the first time
since 1923.

Infantry will no longer be the mainstay of
the Corps; missiles and technologies are to
be its strength.

Without tanks and sufficient cannon
artillery, there will be no basis for combined
arms. Combined arms in the Marine Corps
have meant the employment of some
combination of infantry, armor, artillery, and
engineers as well as aviation...The conviction
that every tactical unit must have an integral
direct and an indirect fires capability will no
longer exist...

Smaller rifle companies and infantry
battalions will belie the preference for large
units that can cover more ground and absorb
significant casualties and continue to fight. In
short, these battalions will be less resilient.

...The rationale for abandoning proven
tactical and operational fundamentals
appears to stem from the belief that ground
warfare in the future will not involve units
engaged in heavy close combat; rather, these
units will confront the enemy with long-range
rockets and missiles or with strikes from
loitering munitions, drones, and aircraft.

In fact, both will be present in future warfare.
But, betting on no heavy close combat is foolish.

This short-sighted view of future warfare may
come from the fact that Marines have not
engaged an enemy with large, organized, and

disciplined units in sustained close combat
since the Vietnam War.
The Marine Corps is certain to face first-
class combined arms units in the future, yet
the structure and equipping of Marine
Expeditionary Forces in accordance with
Force Design 2030 [the Congressional
requirement to provide fleet marine forces
with effective combined arms] will certainly
reduce, if not eliminate, the capability to
prevail against such enemies.

The Corps has already gotten rid of its armor
— that is, tanks — removing one of the most
potent elements of a combined arms team. In
addition, the already inadequate number of
artillery pieces is to be reduced from 21 to 5,
a 76 percent reduction, and the remaining
cannon batteries are to be replaced by 21
High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems. This
reduction will drastically limit the fire
support available to ground units involved in
close-in fights, which are inevitable in any
conflict.

The main reason the Marine Corps gives for
its divesting of tanks is that anti-armor
weapons, especially those that have a top-
down attack capability, make tanks overly
vulnerable. These leaders appear not to have
been aware of ongoing programs within the
Marine Corps to equip its tanks prior to their
divestiture with an Israeli system called
Trophy Active Protection Systems. Nor do
they appear to be aware of an active Marine
Corps Systems Command program to
investigate other vehicle protection systems.

Actually, they were aware, but had their minds
set on doing something different, which will be a
colossal failure.

The Commandant has suggested that the
Army would provide tanks if the Marine
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Corps found itself in a situation requiring
them. The Army has certainly not
programmed to have tanks for this purpose,
and even if it had, and did provide tank units
to Marine infantry units, they would have had
no training or experience in employing them.

With logic of this sort, almost any inherent
Marine Corps warfighting capability could
be “outsourced” — artillery, helicopters,
fighter/attack aircraft. The Corps has long
and rightfully argued that it is a self-
contained organization that came to fight in a
wide range of contingencies. What’s
changed?

This is a very important point. The Marines were
so effective in Vietnam because they didn’t have
to rely on coordination and competition from the
Army and Air Force. They had their own
artillery, tanks and close air support aircraft on
call at any time. Outsourcing is never as reliable
or “on time” availability. Then, Van Riper makes
this key point:

Even if a case could be made — and myself
and others don’t believe it can — that the
world will never again see a major armor-
mechanized battle, the Marine Corps will still
a need a mobile, protected, direct-fire
weapon to neutralize hardened targets such
as prepared defensive positions, bunkers,
buildings, and armored vehicles at extended
ranges.

Absolutely true. When an infantry platoon runs
up against a hardened pillbox or machine gun
nest, being able to roll up a tank to destroy it is
essential. Then he discusses the Marine’s plan to
replace most of their artillery with rockets and
missiles.

The Marine Corps’ plan to redesign the force
will only end up breaking it... when the

objectives of artillery fires and the available
types and costs of ammunition are
considered, critical capabilities are lost.
Some examples: Marine Corps doctrine...
identifies five types of targeting objectives:
disrupt, delay, limit, destroy, and divert.

Disrupt means to “not let the enemy perform
a specific function.” Harassing fires are
intended to accomplish this objective; that is
“to disturb the rest of the enemy troops.”
This is often a cost-effective way to employ
artillery fire when rounds cost thousands of
dollars each. It is cost-prohibitive with
rockets that cost hundreds of thousands of
dollars and missiles that cost more than a
million dollars each.

Delay means to “not let the enemy perform a
specific function when they want to.” This
objective is accomplished by suppressing
fires intended to “create a temporary
degradation by an opposing force.”

This effect can seldom be achieved without
firing for a sustained period. In other words,
the duration of fires is critical. It is not
possible to expend rockets or missiles in
sufficient numbers to achieve this objective
because of cost and limited stocks.

None of these rocket munitions have
capabilities for smoke, illumination, or
marking (of targets) and all are extremely
expensive. These capability shortfalls will
severely reduce the effectiveness and
survivability of Marine Corps ground forces,
for example:

In night actions, units will be unable to
illuminate the battlefield to spot targets or
inhibit enemy movement. Night vision
goggles provide some capability to overcome
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reduced visibility, but such vision does not
match a battlefield that is “lit up.”

Ground units moving on the battlefield in the
face of an enemy will be unable to screen
themselves with smoke and will thus be more
exposed to enemy fire.

In both attack and defense, Marine forces
will be unable to suppress enemy forces
because the munition requirements to cover
the areas needed and the long periods that
such fires require are too large for missile or
rocket fire. Thus, Marine forces will be
exposed to more intense enemy fire.

In air-ground operations, Marine ground
forces will no be able to mark targets, which
will inhibit the suppression of enemy air
defenses. [As a Marine Pilot, I can tell you
that without marking a target with a smoke
round it difficult for a fast moving jet fighter
to see the target, let alone hit it.]

How has a missile heavy force — such as the
one the Marine Corps is now building —
fared in past wars? A good example to study
is Operation Iraqi Freedom where
proponents of “Shock and Awe” persuaded
the U.S. Central Command to launch
operations with massive missile strikes
expecting they would compel Saddam
Hussein to capitulate without the need for a
ground attack. This fires solution failed,
though it did much to cripple the Iraqi air
defense and its command and control of
forces. However, two corps of U.S. ground
maneuver forces were needed to settle the
issue.

Large infantry battalions have long been
considered a strength of the Marine Corps
when compared to other militaries. On
several occasions since the end of the

Vietnam War, the Marine Corps has reduced
the size of its infantry battalions and removed
or added crew-served weapons [heavier
machine guns and mortars]. The underlying
rationale for these changes was to achieve
manpower savings, (the idea that newer
weapons allowed for reducing the number of
Marines in the battalion). Those who led
these smaller battalions will attest to the fact
that they were not more effective than the
larger battalions.

Those who designed the future rifle company
without a weapons platoon appear not to
appreciate that (1) the 60mm mortar platoon
was the company commander’s one indirect-
fire weapon, (2) the machine gun platoon
enabled the company commander to place
these automatic weapons to bolster direct
fires in the offense and to coordinate
overlapping zones of fire and final protective
fires in the defense, and (3) to employ the
anti-tank platoon on likely avenues of
approach.

In the new organization, [because these
weapons will be distributed and divided
between smaller companies] he will have to
coordinate with three rifle platoon
commanders to ensure the cohesive
employment of all these weapons, whereas
previously he needed only to oversee the
actions of the weapons platoon commander.
In addition, he will not have a weapons
platoon commander to assist in the
development of fire plans and fire support
coordination.

You would have to be a battalion commander
with combat experience to know how difficult it
will become with this added coordination,
especially when radio and lines of
communication are often severed during combat.
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Since the mid-1950s, Marine infantry
battalions have deployed afloat with the U.S.
Navy and to Okinawa... every six months.
Experience revealed that six months at home
stations in the Continental U.S. or Hawaii
was insufficient time for the infantry
battalions to reform and train to an
appropriate level. Moreover, the repeated
separations from families — in some cases,
18 months in three years — were hard on
morale. It took considerable effort, but in the
1980s, realignments enabled infantry
battalions to deploy from a three-battalion
base... infantry battalions in the future will
deploy to Okinawa and with MEUs from a
two-battalion base [meaning that the Marines
will be going back to the onerous 6 month
deployments].

Conclusion: ...As a former Fleet Marine
Forces Pacific Commander reportedly said,
“the danger here is that we develop a niche
force incapable of participating in high-end
fights.” (such as might occur on the Korean
peninsula.) Neither history nor the American
people will judge the Corps’ actions as wise.

IS AMERICA RUNNING OUT OF
MUNITIONS?
While it is true that America and Canada are
depleting stockpiles of some equipment and
munitions by sending them to Ukraine, the claim
by Mike Adams this week that “America is
running out of military munitions and can't
replace them FOR YEARS” is not true. His
thesis is based on the US having shipped so
many weapons abroad recently.

“...[T]he West has delivered 60,000 antitank
weapons and 25,000 anti-aircraft weapons to
Kyiv” ...along with millions of rounds of
ammunition, artillery shells, rockets, drones
and troop transport vehicles, leading to a
sudden drop in the available stockpiles of

such equipment should US forces need to
defend the homeland.

Even worse, we’ve now learned that many of
these systems are extremely difficult to
replenish, requiring years of manufacturing
to restore supplies. While Javelin missiles,
for example, have been sent to Ukraine by the
thousands, the United States can only
manufacture about 1,000 units a year under
current circumstances.

Contributing to the alarming problem is the
supply chain collapse that appears to be
spreading rapidly, making it difficult if not
impossible for weapons manufacturers to
source materials and parts that are needed
for their products.

There is, of course, some truth in all this. He’s
especially right about his charge that American
military leaders are more concerned about
integrating women and gays into the military and
pushing vaccines than retaining good troops, but
the errors he states must be corrected. He relies
on a report saying that replacing those Javelin
missiles will take 3-4 years. Quora.com, has a
military section that often provides answers to
these types of questions. This week I saw this

Is the US going to run out of Javelin
missiles? The US normally wouldn’t send
Ukraine anything except weapons that are
not critical to national defense. The Javelins
being sent might be close to needing
upgrades, refurbishment, or otherwise cost
the government some money to keep them in
service.

The production rate of Javelin is about 6,500
per year [not 1,000]. That’s not a lot in terms
of the supply of chips needed to produce
them, but all it takes is one part that in short
supply to slow or halt production. The

https://yournews.com/2022/04/20/2332511/america-is-running-out-of-military-munitions-and-cant-replace/
https://www.quora.com/
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government does have authority to force
supplies to move to head of the line for
critical defense items.

UKRAINE WAR UPDATE
The battle for Mariupol, a key Russian objective
in southeastern Ukraine near the Black Sea, is
essentially over except for a few hundred soldiers
holed up in a steel mill that won’t give up. It is
rumored that among them are civilians and about
40 French Special Forces troops and officers that
have been advising the Ukrainians. If true, it has
been kept top secret since a leak about this could
well have swung this week’s election in France
from the eventual victor, Macron, to the anti-
globalist Le Pen. And if the US and NATO have
high ranking officers in Ukraine that have been
killed or captured, why has Putin not made a big
deal out of this?

But of even greater concern is that Russia has
been detaining and exporting young men of
military age in Ukraine to detention camps in
Russia, as Newsweek reported.

Part of Russia's strategy to exert dominance
in this region has allegedly been to remove
potential combatants from the area. Petro
Andryushchenko, an advisor to the mayor of
Mariupol, posted on Telegram that Vladimir
Putin's forces have removed roughly 27,000
people from the area and forcibly placed
them in "filtration camps."

In its past wars with Chechnya in the mid-
1990s and early 2000s, Russian forces placed
Chechens in mass internment centers, which
they refer to as "filtration camps," where the
U.S. State Department says the Russians
"beat, tortured and executed" detainees.

Here are some other highlights of news this week
about the war in Ukraine from The War Zone

The U.S. Secretary of State Anthony Blinken
and Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin met
with Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky in the Ukrainian capital, Kyiv...
after traveling first to Poland, and then
taking a train to the border of Ukraine.

As well as a new package of weapons for
Ukraine, to help counter a new Russian
offensive focused on the east of the country,
the United States announced today that it
planned to reopen its embassy in Kyiv soon...
U.S. diplomatic staff have returned to the
consulate in Lviv in the west of Ukraine.

In addition to $400 million in monetary aid, the
weapons listed included various sizes of artillery
rounds, mortar rounds, Grad rockets, Smerch
multiple rocket launchers, tank ammunition,
under-rifle grenades, and unspecified “advanced
weapons,” which probably means more air
defense weapons.

And in their latest War Zone report, the Drive
wrote about the Russian attempt to extend the
line of captured land in Southern Ukraine over to
the nation of Moldova.

Beyond Ukraine, there have been worrisome
developments recently in Transnistria, a
breakaway region of neighboring Moldova to
the West that has ties to Russia. Reports of
explosions today that destroyed a pair of
radio antennas in the self-styled republic
followed similar reports of a claimed attack
on its Ministry of State Security yesterday.

Officials in Transnistria and Russia have
indicated, without providing any evidence,
that the Ukrainian government or other
hostile foreign actors were to blame in both
cases. Moldovan authorities said in response
to the purported attacks today that internal
actors were responsible, possibly suggesting

https://www.newsweek.com/how-russia-china-use-disinformation-justify-internment-camps-1699530
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/ukraine-situation-report-top-u-s-officials-pledge-advanced-weapons-during-kyiv-visit
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/ukraine-situation-report-swiss-veto-threatens-delivery-of-german-anti-aircraft-vehicles
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the destruction of the radio towers at least
may have been some kind of false flag attack.

If Moldava is absorbed into Russia, and Russia
conquers the southern strip of Ukraine, it would
not only complete Russia complete control of the
northern coast of the Black Sea, but cut off
Ukraine’s only seaport access for exporting
Wheat to Europe.

WHY TWITTER DECIDED TO SELL TO
MUSK
The news of Twitter giving in and accepting
Musk’s offer to buy a majority share of the
company for a large profit came as a surprise to
many after Twitter looked ready to fight the
takeover, despite the damage it would have done
to their profit margin. According to Breitbart
News.

Twitter accepted billionaire Elon Musk’s $44
billion buyout offer, the company announced
on Monday. Musk will pay $54.20 a share for
Twitter. That represents a 38 percent
premium to the stock's closing price the day
before Musk disclosed he had purchased a
nine percent stake in the company. Perhaps
even more importantly, it is a 53 percent
premium to where the shares were trading at
the end of February, before Musk started
building his stake,

As part of this buyout Musk will immediately
take Twitter private as a company.

Bret Taylor, Twitter’s Independent Board
Chair, said, “The Twitter Board conducted a
thoughtful and comprehensive process to
assess Elon’s proposal with a deliberate
focus on value, certainty, and financing. The
proposed transaction will deliver a
substantial cash premium, and we believe it
is the best path forward for Twitter’s
stockholders.”

This so-called thoughtful process stands in stark
contrast to the hostility which the board showed
toward Musk initially, including their intent to
adopt a so-called “poison pill” provision in an
attempt to block the sale, as I outlined last week.

Some suspect the increased billion dollars
provided above the former $43B “hard and final
offer” were to pay off the Board. It’s hard to
imagine this hardened Board of Leftist censors
agreeing to sell without some powerful
inducement. The Left, despite its presumed
hostility toward capitalism has never been
adverse to enriching themselves. Look at Obama,
with a maximum salary as President of $400k,
who is now worth almost $50 million.

Breitbart Business editors in their weekly email
thought Twitter’s own bankers told them to take
the deal:

The main reason the board capitulated to
Musk's humiliating offer, however, is that the
company's own bankers told them that they
should take the deal. The board would have
turned to its advisers—in this case, Goldman
Sachs and J.P. Morgan Chase—and asked
them to do a valuation analysis to assess the
fairness of the offer. Normally, bankers can
be counted on to tell the board what they
want to hear. If the board wants to sell, the
bankers will say an offer is fair. If the board
wants to resist, the bankers will say that the
company has a path to a much higher value
so refusing to sell is in the interest of
shareholders. That did not happen here. We
do not know the details, but the assessment
from the bankers must have been pretty bleak
because it resulted in the board very quickly
accepting Musk's offer. We'll learn more in
the weeks ahead when the company files its
proxy statement describing the background of
the deal.

https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2022/04/25/elon-wins-twitter-to-be-sold-to-elon-musk/
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2022/04/25/elon-wins-twitter-to-be-sold-to-elon-musk/
https://link.breitbart.com/click/27503687.134091/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmxvb21iZXJnLmNvbS9uZXdzL2FydGljbGVzLzIwMjItMDQtMjYvdHdpdHRlci10YWtlb3Zlci13YXMtYnJhc2gtYW5kLWZhc3Qtd2l0aC1tdXNrLWNhbGxpbmctdGhlLXNob3Rz/5d13d8ecfc942d626ccd57a0Babecaee4
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I have reason to doubt this, because the bankers
and Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan are all allied
with the Deep State, and the other big
establishment shareholders this week dumped not
only all their Twitter stock but Tesla stock as
well, driving down stock values in their attempt
to punish Musk for bucking the establishment.
There was a dramatic sell-off on Tuesday of
shares of Tesla. Shares plunged 12 percent to
$877, pushing Elon Musk's fortune down by
around $25 billion and the market capitalization
of Tesla down by $128 billion. Silly stock
analyzers tried to blame the sudden dumping of
shares on the idea that “Tesla investors are
worried that Musk will be distracted by the pretty
mare of Twitter,” which is laughable—like
almost all TV talking head explanations of stock
price moves.

Things are Already Changing at Twitter
Steve Kirsch, who has been banned from Twitter
twice for challenging the Covid and vaccine
narrative, just got an email from Twitter saying
they are revisiting his claim that he was
improperly banned. In the past, they just refused
to respond. Steve was shocked:

What?!?! You mean the Elon Musk
acquisition means they are revisiting appeals
that were denied before? I’m a bad guy. I
publish the truth. You know, facts and
evidence. It’s the type of content that is very
dangerous to the Twitter community. Have
they changed their Community Standards to
allow free speech?!?!

Ben Shapiro opined,

For years, the left claimed that conservative
concerns about Twitter bias were simple
paranoia. Now, upon Musk’s takeover, the
left breaks into spasms of apoplexy.

Shapiro is right. High profile Leftists are
threatening to leave Twitter and many say, “good
riddance.” Breitbart catalogs them here.

Following reports that Elon Musk may be
nearing a deal with the Twitter board to buy
the company, leftist “verified” accounts on
the platform once again went into meltdown
mode at the prospect of Musk, the self-
described free speech absolutist, taking over.

“Leaving Twitter” began to trend shortly
after the reports of Musk-Twitter talks.
Observers quickly noted the similarity in
sentiment to loud declarations from
prominent leftists that they would move to
Canada if Donald Trump won the election in
2016 (few, if any, did).

“I will not stay on Twitter if Elon Musk owns
it,” said former New York Times editorial
board member Mira Kamdar.

James Fell, a historian, said he would leave
if Musk unbans Donald Trump, who was
banned by Twitter and other social media
platforms while he was still President,
leading to an outcry against Big Tech
censorship from leaders around the world.

And the Blaze reports that

Many Twitter employees reportedly went
"absolutely insane" on Monday after Elon
Musk's acquisition of the social media
platform was finalized... Twitter employees
began voicing outrage and shock in private
chat rooms. A New York Times reporter
described internal communication channels
as "absolutely insane."
"I feel like im going to throw up..I [really]
don’t wanna work for a company that is
owned by Elon Musk," one Twitter employee
told a New York Times reporter.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/i-just-got-this-email-from-twitter
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/04/25/donald-trump-i-am-not-going-back-to-twitter/
https://www.theblaze.com/news/twitter-employees-react-elon-musk-purchase
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"I don’t [really] know what I’m supposed to
do…oh my god, my phone’s been blowing
up," that employee continued. "I feel like he’s
this petulant little boy and that he’s doing
this to troll…he doesn’t know anything about
our policies and what we do…his statement
about our [algorithm] was f***ing insane…
Were just gonna let everyone run
amok?…nobody knows."

But Donald Trump says he’s not going back to
Twitter: “I am not going on Twitter, I am going
to stay on TRUTH. I hope Elon buys Twitter
because he’ll make improvements to it and he is
a good man, but I am going to be staying on
TRUTH.” TRUTH Social was launched last
month after it was beta tested in February. The
company is operated by former Rep. Devin
Nunes (R-CA), the platform’s CEO.

But the big battle against Musk’s takeover of
Twitter is still to come: the EU is demanding that
Twitter continue to censor or face huge fines.
Breitbart has this story too:

Authorities in the United Kingdom are
demanding that Twitter follows the country’s
censorship laws when it comes under the
control of its new owner, Elon Musk... Britain
already has in place strict censorship laws
requiring social media companies to take
down content that state authorities deem to
be illegal once such content is brought to
their attention.

However, the so-called Conservative Party
government has recently expanded its
censorious aims to tackle what it deems to be
“harmful” content on social media, and is
now preparing to pass the so-called Online
Harms Bill, which will soon require
platforms to pre-emptively censor “legal but
harmful” content or face massive fines.

Under the proposed legislation, social media
companies would be put at the mercy of the
country’s media regulator Ofcom, which
would ban the likes of Twitter from allowing
“harmful” content on their platform,
including so-called “hate speech”.

Companies who refuse to bow to British
censorship after the passing of the Online
Harms Bill will be liable for fines of up to 10
per cent of their global turnover, with the
bosses of such enterprises facing sanctions
up to and including jail time if they refuse to
appease the home of Big Brother.

While Britain has currently one of the most
high profile censorship regimes in the
Western World, it is far from the only place
where politicians have been taking aim at the
idea of open debate on social media.

Thierry Breton, the European Union Tsar for
its internal market, has demanded that Musk
also play ball with his bloc’s rules and
regulations, including those in relation to the
censorship of unwanted ideas.

“Elon, there are rules,” the Financial Times
reports Breton as saying. “You are welcome
but these are our rules. It’s not your rules
which will apply here.” “Anyone who wants
to benefit from this market will have to fulfil
our rules,” the EU bigwig reportedly
continued. “The board [of Twitter] will have
to make sure that if it operates in Europe it
will have to fulfil the obligations, including
moderation, open algorithms, freedom of
speech, transparency in rules, obligations to
comply with our own rules for hate speech,
revenge porn [and] harassment.”

“If [Twitter] does not comply with our law,
there are sanctions — 6 per cent of the

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/04/26/uk-demands-elon-musk-keeps-twitter-responsible-by-censoring-content/
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revenue and, if they continue, banned from
operating in Europe,” the EU bureaucrat
went on to threaten.

We will see if Elon Musk takes a stand against
the globalists in Europe.

COVID UPDATES
Fauci Goes Off Script with “Pandemic Over”
Remark: After saying this week that “we are
certainly, right now, in this country, out of the
pandemic phase” Tony Fauci was forced to walk
back his remarks. The Hill reports that Fauci now
says,“I probably should have said the acute
component of the pandemic phase, and I
understand how that can lead to some
misinterpretation.”

As ex-pat Leftist playwright, CJ Hopkins (who
lives in Berlin) said, the harshest Covid
restrictions have been lifted but the “basic
restrictions” that show compliance with tyranny
(masks and testing) are still required to go into a
restaurant.

This is why the Biden administration was so
adamant about keeping the mask mandate in
place in planes–keeping those minimal “basic
requirements” in place so that people get used to
always being under health code tyranny. Fauci’s
re-statement is a sign they never intend to let this
pandemic die entirely and thus never let us be
free again.

FDA Supports an Even Greater Evil: The U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) on April
25 expanded approval of Remdesivir drug
treatment for very young children, the Epoch
Times reported. Remdesivir is one of the most
dangerous drugs on the market, and related to
liver failure. It remains the only approved drug
protocol for Covid, which is criminal behavior.

NEWS SHORTS

DHS to Run a “Disinformation Board” News
Wars reports that,

Following news that The Department of
Homeland Security’s new ‘disinformation
governance board’ will be headed by a woman
who says free speech makes her ‘shudder’ and
who falsely labeled the Hunter Biden laptop
story disinformation, Republicans called for the
body to be scrapped, labeling it a ‘monstrosity’.

Heading the opposition to what has been
compared to the Ministry of Truth in Orwell’s
1984, Senator Josh Hawley wrote to DHS
Secretary Mayorkas noting “I confess, I at first
thought this announcement was satire... “Surely
no American Administration would ever use the
power of Government to sit in judgment on the
First Amendment speech of its own citizens,”
Hawley continued.

“Sadly,” he added, “I was mistaken. Rather than
protecting our border or the American
homeland, you have chosen to make policing
Americans’ speech your priority. This new board
is almost certainly unconstitutional and should
be dissolved immediately.”

Food Processing Plant Fires: Tucker Carlson
highlighted this week the improbability of so
many food processing plant fires happening in
close succession. He said that “In the past six
months, 18 U.S. food processing plants have
reportedly burned down. The latest fires come on
the heels of a warning in late March from
President Joe Biden that food shortages “are
gonna be real,” spawning whispers of
conspiracies across social media.

“So, industrial accidents happen, of course,”
said Carlson, “but this is a lot of industrial
accidents at food processing facilities at the
same time the president is warning us about
food shortages.”

https://www.yahoo.com/news/fauci-clarifies-us-acute-component-122659980.html
https://www.theepochtimes.com/fda-gives-first-full-approval-to-covid-19-treatment-for-children_4426259.html?utm_source=CCPVirus
https://www.theepochtimes.com/fda-gives-first-full-approval-to-covid-19-treatment-for-children_4426259.html?utm_source=CCPVirus
https://www.newswars.com/senator-demands-biden-scrap-creepy-disinformation-unit-dissolve-this-monstrosity-immediately/
https://www.newswars.com/senator-demands-biden-scrap-creepy-disinformation-unit-dissolve-this-monstrosity-immediately/
https://www.bizpacreview.com/2022/04/22/tucker-reports-on-odd-coincidence-of-multiple-food-processing-plants-burning-down-whats
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I personally discount the plane crash near a
General Mills plant in Georgia, that looks like an
attempted emergency landing on a back parking
lot that ended badly. There were two ordinary
people aboard. It would be hard enough to get
one person to become a Kamikazi for the Deep
State; you don’t need two aboard.

A few of the other food plant fires have known
causes, but most are unexplained and therefore
highly suspicious that there may be a conspiracy
to create food shortages.

Biden to Run Again?
It seems utterly suicidal for the Democrat Party
to let “dementia Joe” run again for president. But
that’s what the White House claimed this week—
that Joe Biden can win re-election despite his
33% approval rating. As the Gateway Pundit
said, “Only if they steal the election AGAIN!”

They did it in 2020 through ballot harvesting,
late-night ballot drops, massive ballot trafficking,
blocking GOP observers from the counting
rooms, only hiring Democrats to count votes,
ignoring chain of custody laws, using weak
Republican lawmakers, corrupted ballot-counting
machines, destroying the evidence, and bloating
voter rolls.

Devastating New Documentary on Voter
Fraud. Dinesh D’Souza has used cellphone
tracking software to document that there were
“2000 Mules” in key states during the 2020
election that were tracked going from ballot box
to ballot box, having been hired to stuff the
boxes with false ballots.

DeSantis Strips Disney of Special Privileges in
FL: “Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis signed into law
a bill that revokes the Walt Disney Company’s
special district status in the state. The law that is
set to go into effect in June 2023 strips Disney of

the self-governing privileges and special tax
status that the company enjoyed for 55 years.”
[The Blaze] The move comes because of
Disney’s new “woke” content hyping gender
confusion. Of the 30 companies that make up the
Dow Jones, Disney's stock "has seen the sharpest
decline," followed by 3M and Home Depot.
NewsPunch reports that “68% of Americans
ditch Disney Following It’s Pro-Pedophilia
Stance.”

Taiwan Preparing to Defend Itself: New
details of the Taiwanese missile and drone self-
defense according to a document by the island
nation’s top weapons producer. Taipei’s weapons
include bunker-busting missiles and attack
drones that could reach mainland China. Taiwan
is preparing to defend itself, knowing that it can’t
count on the US. [RT.com]

Correction: A statement by Mika Brzezinski
cited in last week’s brief is true, but it occurred
in 2017 in reference to Donald Trump, not Elon
Musk. She said the following: "The dangerous
edges here are that he [meaning Trump, not
Musk] is trying to undermine the media, trying to
make up his own facts, and it could be that while
unemployment and the economy worsen, he
could have undermined the messaging so much
that he can actually control exactly what people
think..." "...and that is our job." [To tell people
what to think!]

PREPAREDNESS TIP: CONVERTING
GRASS TO GARDEN PLOTS by Andrew
Skousen
Americans love their lawns and the classic green
groundcover surrounding our homes but in hard
times everyone will need to convert part of their
landscape toward growing food. Here are some
of the ways to do it.

Dig It Under: Spading the grass under works
best if you have deep loamy soil under your

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2022/04/22/georgia-plane-crash-near-general-mills-factory/7407905001/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2022/04/22/georgia-plane-crash-near-general-mills-factory/7407905001/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/04/steal-white-house-claims-joe-biden-can-win-reelection-2024-36-approval-rating-full-dem
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/04/steal-white-house-claims-joe-biden-can-win-reelection-2024-36-approval-rating-full-dem
https://rumble.com/vtlq96-explosive-new-surveillance-footage-of-ballot-drop-boxes.html
https://www.theblaze.com/news/florida-disney-stock-desantis-bill?utm_source=theblaze-dailyAM&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Dail
https://newspunch.com/68-of-americans-ditch-disney-following-its-pro-pedophilia-stance/
https://www.rt.com/news/554337-taiwan-missiles-drones-report/
https://youtu.be/quU_Tbv96Wk
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grass. Look for this kind of soil where the grass
grows well, where there is very little traffic from
people, animals and vehicles, or at the
boundaries with trees and bushes (perhaps after
removing a bush or tree and its roots). Dig a full
spade’s depth into the soil and invert the
shovelful so the grass is at the bottom and soil is
above. If the soil is stiff try watering it first.
Turning grass under rarely kills it entirely.
Ideally you will hit the clods to loosen the dirt
and then shake out the grass and its roots. Hardy
plants like corn, beans and squash can usually
make use of such beds for a season, but expect
the grass to come back and infest the garden in
the future unless you carefully stay on top of it
when it comes back.

Plastic Heat-treatment: If you have ever left a
window face-down on the grass you know that in
a week it will kill off anything growing
underneath. That’s because the solar heat trapped
under the glass kills the plants in a process called
solarization. A layer of clear plastic laid down
over a spot of dirt for at least 4 weeks also kills
not just the plants but 90% of the weed seeds in
the top layer of dirt. The plastic should be clear
and UV-resistant with dirt all around the
perimeter to keep the heat in. If you try to treat a
large area you might need boards in the middle to
keep it from lifting up in the wind.

Opaque coverings like black plastic and tarps are
easier to find and they also kill off grass and
weeds by heating the soil and blocking out
sunlight, but it takes longer because they don’t
get as hot without the greenhouse effect. Plan on
at least 6 weeks to kill weeds and much longer
for weed seeds. Weeds with deep roots like
morning glory can recover even after 6 weeks
under black plastic, so consider leaving it on for
a whole season or a year and converting that spot
to a garden bed next Spring. You can keep the
plastic from breaking down in the sun during this
time by covering it with mulch such as bark

chips or even sand or gravel. Plastic or tarps can
also form a permanent weed-barrier under
walkways and around the perimeter of the
garden.

Lasagna Method: If you would rather not have
to deal with pulling up plastic before you plant
you can make the base layer out of organic
material. The so-called “lasagna” style garden
method calls for a layer of cardboard or 10 layers
of newspaper placed on top of the grass—which
should first be cut as low as possible. Cardboard
decomposes entirely with time and has few long-
term chemicals (but do remove any plastic
packing tape or staples first). Wet the ground
down thoroughly before laying down the
cardboard or newspaper and then cover this with
at least 6 inches of additional organic material
like weed-free topsoil, compost, animal manure,
bark chips, grass clippings, leaves and straw. Put
the most decomposed layers like soil and
compost down first and wet everything down
between layers.

Don’t worry if you only have a few forms of
mulch as long as you can pile it up thickly. The
only exception is high-nitrogen layers like fresh
grass clippings and poultry manure which need
to be mixed with twice as much high-carbon
content like bark chips, dry leaves or straw so it
decomposes slowly and evenly. It takes at least 6
months before the grass and weeds die back, so
lasagna forms of gardening are best prepared in
the fall or the year before.

If you want to plant right away try a combination
of the turn-under and lasagna system as
described in this video from the Homesteading
Family. They cut their thick grass with a
lawnmower and then used a weed trimmer to get
down to dirt. Then they used a roto-tiller to turn
under the grass and weeds. On top of this freshly
tilled ground they put a lasagna garden of
cardboard or paper and then compost and straw

https://agrilifeextension.tamu.edu/library/gardening/soil-solarization/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/ebbA-QJsRzw?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/ebbA-QJsRzw?rel=0
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mulch. They dig through the mulch and make a
small hole in the paper to plant in the tilled
ground below. To keep any stray weeds or grass
coming up through these small holes they fill
back in around the plant’s stem with the mulch.
As long as the new plant’s leaves are above the
mulch it will survive, while the grass and weeds
under the mulch stay smothered. It is even
possible to start seedlings, but you will need to
lay down a thicker layer of soil and compost on
top of the paper and plant the seeds in it. The
roots from these seeds will eventually grow
through the paper into the soil below. Each time
you remove the mulch or cut the paper it is an
opportunity for weed roots to find their way
upward, so keep heavy layers of mulch on as
much as possible.

Raised Beds: Another method that allows you to
plant immediately over grass and weeds is to
build grow boxes on top of it. Build up a frame
for your raised beds with a long-lasting material
like concrete blocks (“cinderblocks”), corrugated
metal or wood from species like cedar, redwood
or douglas fir. Fill the boxes with at least 8" of
good soil and some compost. Make sure there is
at least twice as much real soil as compost or the
dirt in the grow boxes will sink significantly after
the compost decomposes, which is why so many
grow boxes appear so low after a few years.

Using Animals: Large animals, like cows, pigs
or horses will turn any spot with grass or weeds
into dirt in just a month or two. Small animals
like chickens are almost just as fast, but the spot
of dirt is smaller, depending on how many there
are. One neat idea is to fill a chicken run with
bark chips that the chickens will constantly dig in
and turn over. If you keep it watered
periodically, in six months the chips will be
broken down and fertilized with chicken manure.
All you have to do is move the chickens and their
enclosure somewhere else and you have a nice

bed with no weeds and plenty of fertilizer and
compost on top.

Organic Matter: You can get bark chips from
local tree trimming services or buy a chipper if
you prune a lot of branches every year. Straw has
fewer weeds seed than hay because it is the stalks
leftover after grain harvesting. Hay is cut from
fields with the seed heads and often has seeds of
grass, alfalfa and weeds. If you only have hay
consider killing the seeds with high-temperature
solarization or a hot composting process before
applying on garden beds. Horse and steer manure
could also be tainted by herbicides from the grass
and hay they have been eating. Look for manure
from animals raised on unsprayed hay feed.

Turning a plot of grass into a garden is not easy
because grass, by design, is hardy and resilient.
But it relies on ample sunlight, so look to mulch
with either plastic sheeting or organic matter to
turn the tide against grass and other weeds.
Sometimes a combination of these methods is
best for converting grass or lawn into successful
vegetable and flower gardens. [END]


